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Imperialist Expansion H% ■* .i
■k i-
l- V

MPÉRIAL1SM means conquest.—-conquest of the if not by better industrial organization ? And if so, a slave's job. How exasperatingly slow is social 
world market. It is the accrued policy of the why may not interest and necessity, haltingly, walk evolution, 
ruling class of Empires, i.e., nations, their colon

ies and outgrowths—to attract to themselves the 
wealth of the world. Step by step capitalist de
velopment has grown from petty production and 
local exchange to national production and exchange, 
to the comity of international commerce.

■ The day of the small trader and reactionary ex
clusiveness has gone by, and in their stead rejgns 
the mighty octopus of Imperialism, extending its 
tentacles in all directions, assembling under one

in

Thus Imperialist expansion puts a brake ontogether for yet a little longer? T)riven.into a sullen 
union under the impulse of capitalist necessity and present production and builds for the future instead.

; •:

privilege, social duress and tradition, and proletar- Society is forced back from all too willing labor till
the profits of greater industry shall refuse it—or__».if

ian disSord and misunderstanding?it
'■* i . It is not Imperialism that requires salvage. Iih- some of it. Protectionist policies in all countries 

perialism is but one manifestation of capitalist de- prohibit interchange of product and—what is worse, 

\elopment, and as in the past, more urgent material perhaps, from our point of view—the peasant every- 
eonditions will not fail to bring forth other phases where is out for profit, i.e., thinks in terms of email 

of development. The term of Imperialism may have production, 

been brief, but mere time extension matters not, and 
the nearer capitalism approaches climax, the more

t-
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flag all manners and colors of peoples, gathering to 
itself the overflowing surplus of their exploitation.

1 Where yesterday there was a diversity of little 
nations,‘developing in commercial intercourse with ™P'd will be the manifestations of t-hange and the
each otter, with the world’s resources inviting yet more transient their operation. It is not Imperial

ism but the principle of exploitation that demands

To these impossible conditions is the inevitable 
reaction. The American Legion, Red Cross societies, 
Relief organizations, famine leagues and leagues of 

nations are but so many political devices for the 
renewal of commerce. They tend (in combination 

with general economic vicissitudes), to further the 
projects of financial conferences and trade treaties.

be
r-
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unexplored, today there are a scant half dozen Em
pires, controlled by a few groups of powerful over- 
lords, vested ifi every natural resource, with the 
world explored, classified and divided, facing each 
other in deadly rivalry for further development.

Further development would seem to imply Im
perialist development—augmented and accelerated.
If capitalist society is to continue in existence, only 
in that development can the world’s peoples find the understanding.

That would mean

r*
to be saved. And is not the next forward logical
step monopoly organization, pure and simple ? T. e 
cooperative co-ordination of all industry, the elim-jf

jr ination of the struggling fry of small capitalists They draw particular countries together in terms 
bringing with it the ruin of their pernicious philos- Gf mutual interest, foster contracts for big business, 
cphy, and the amalgamation of the world’s prolet
ariat on a common basis of class interest and class

)

*

veil the labyrinthian ways of diplomacy and delimit
* * e 4

the terms for the final clearance of the pettifogging

the organization of eapial in illeuI°^ of yesterday
wherewithal of existence. In the face of the vast 
and intricate mechanism of the greater industry the 
niggard experiments of liberal philosophy can hard
ly prove effective to the purpose. And moreovei', 

* . the burden of executive expense in support of the
industrial and commercial system has assumed such

5However, no matter what turn the'road t^kes—co-operative international groups, defini* in charac
ter, demarcated in interest, thoroughly controlling international combines, proletarian revolt or chao- 
all_AiidustrLal and commercial operations, compet- tic conflict of -town and country—it is abundantly 
ing amongst themselves for greater power by every evident that the socialist is not yet out of a job. 
means, open and secret, striking at communism and 
its revolution and combined—as far as possible—/ 
cun the mutual ground of privilege, against the iu- 

> of dispossessed and "thrall-like labor.

»
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?m
proportions that only in increased accumulation 
the growing impositions be sustained- The strug
gling bourgeoisie of the lesser dimension may sigh creasing 
for the “time of plenty,” but the shadow on the dial Why not? Saving only revolution, what is to pre- Buckle says mental progress consists of “a two-

vent it? Are not world affairs indicative of such an fold progress, moral and intellectual. The first hav-

can* - «>P /MENTAL PROGRESS. 1il- <>;
mass

!ry
It

cannot be put back.
But all such increased accumulation must be at 

the expense of a rival Imperialist power. The ruling welcome to Imperialist states now, distraught with ond to our knowledge.” The moral aspect finds its 
class of one Empire can only enrich itself by ap- baffling difficulties, impotent with discussions (at performance in duties recognised, and knowledge of 
propriating the exploiting power of another. Yet least sadly handicapped by them), foreign and in

fernal, and saddled with debts and burdens almost

n. eventuation? Would not such an organization be ing more immediate relation to our duties, the sec-> 1im
‘It >
it

their able performance constitutes the intellectual 
All moral codes vary according to time and place, 
stage of community and state development, with 
which, of course, must be considered religious codes

ir-
he

this appropriation involved, on the one hand, not 
alone an added drain on accumulated wealth, but an beyond tolerationÎ>n-

is-
What is the actual situation? Business is stag-actual hindrance to its acquirement, for to that ex- •

it limits the outlet for its surplus production, nant as a consequence of war economies. The Treaty and their observance. The moral code of the super- 
the other hand-—and concomitantly—a rapid of Versailles has drawn indemnities upon the Cen- stitious barbarian compared with that of the present 

“ tral Powers which the victors dare not accept—and day Christian (considered otherwise than in its re-
yet cannot afford to reject. The'sa me treaty has 
carved out new nations and boundaries, which can-

>le
tent 
and on
extension of social destitntion, i.e., industrial stag-

IU-
ip-

lation to the matter of property rights) present a 
close similarity, while in comparison, the intellect-

nation.
The nature of capital is such that it cannot move 

without accumulation ; without profit and surplus not be maintained bec^se they have dissolved the ual stride of the latter is great
for more profit. To exist it must despoil But ‘.he. organization of industrial unity. Whole peoples By this is meant that while our “moral pnncip-
proeess of despoilation takes place through human are in distress because political exigencies have cut
interest, i.e., the production and exchange of human them off from the means of livelihood—such as it

necessities takes place through the medium of pri
vate ownership. Capital, in developing commerce 
has X which, perhaps is the same thing) developed
social necessity and doing so has knitted the nations oil, mandates and slave herding of the East. It has

’together. Jîo Empire can produce and supply its set the Greek against the Turk, the Arab against

own developed necessities ; no Empire can live ex-

ic.,
>n,

Sp ies” were known to the ancients, modem intelli
gence, developed through industrial changes and or- 

And still others are subsidised for the “glori- ganized in science, has achievements to record that
were unthought of by. the ancients. The modem re-

vg
was.e oils” purpose of counter revolution- The Treaty of 
Sevres has set France and Britain at variance on the ligious man, recognising a moral code which he thinks

is based upon and held together by religious belief
1

i .
ift. and observance, at the same time and in company 

with his fellows, discovers ways and means whereby 
he may harness the forces of nature to his own use 
and in so doing he -uncovers the cloak of his own 
superstitious beliefs upon which he has hitherto

the Persian, in the hope of saving expansionist Brit
ain from the unwavering kingdom of Bolshevism.
The conditions of victory are steadily separating 
Britain and America, as steadily tending to unite

Imperialism, in the concrete, is thus self interest, Britain and Japan, involving the East-near, middle thought his “ good ” condneL measured by his moral 
the interest of private corporations. Naturally it and f.r-in continual warfare, forcing Russia into code, to be ba^d. Thus the. standards of religion

road of development, shattering the sentimen- are undermined and man a attention is more ana

clnsivelv to itself ; then; activities are mutually con
ditioned and on those conditions they unite or con-

i
Î

flict.

k
V . £,*■ wants to survive ; and will not preservation itself

furnish incentives for survival ? Will not the con
sciousness of privilege aid the mechanic of need ?
Is not the evidence—and desire—for industrial re- 

' ^ organization patent ? Is not social extermity ap-
• parent ? And how can that extremity be alleviated oring not for the control of its own destiny, but for 

-

a new
as time goes on, reveled upon the realities of ,tal nnitv of national Imperialism, and replacing it more, ^

With the unity of interest of particular nationals in life. If he is a wage worker his moral code will bfl
bound up in the ethics of his class, and his intelleeV. 
ual advancement will be measured by his recogni.

M M.

i--

* J world commerce. And through it all, and greater 
than it all, society, destitute and miserable, clam-'*1 tion of his class interests.
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BY C. STEPHENSON. Srii
jiPART I.

When confronted by the same set of facts which 
go to make up a social problem, it is but too well 
known that opinions differ among people as to the 
nature and signifiance of the facts and, as a conse
quence, opinions differ as to what had best be done 
under the circumstances. While it is true that one 
of the essentials for unanimity of opinion is an ex
haustive enquiry into the facts of a social problem 
and a wide distribution of information about them, 
it is not the only essential. It often comes as a dis
couraging shock to many people, who hoped for a 
harmonious settlement of some problem as a result 
of a reasoned consideration of all the facts, to find, 
after all, that unanimity of opinion as to the nature 
of the problem is not thus necessarily ensured. The 
trouble, in such a case, as in like ease with the social 
problem exhibited by our industrial system today, 
is that the differences of opinion arise only in com
paratively small degree from lack of acquaintance 
with facts, but mainly arise from differences in the 
point of view, Le., in a difference in mental prepos
sessions which form the bases of opinion or stand
ards of judgement, with which different people ap
proach the observation and consideration of the 
faèts of a problem. In this article, I am treating 
of the points of view upon social problems and why 
they differ. In Veblen’s “The Vested Interests,” a 
small volume of collected essays, he has, in part, this 
to say : “What is spoken of as a point of view is al
ways a composite affair : some sort of a rounded and 
balanced system of principles and standards, which 
are taken for granted, at least provisionally, and 
which serve as a base of reference and legitimation 
in all questions of deliberate opinion. So when any 
given usuage or any line of conduct or belief is seen 
and approved from the modern (capitalist. G S.) 
point of view, it comes to the same as saying that 
these things are seen and accepted in the light of 
those principles which modern men habitually con
sider to be final and sufficient. They are principle^ 
of right, equity, propriety, duty, perhaps of know
ledge, belief, and taste.”

The capitalist or bourgeois point of view sup
ports the present industrial system of production for 
profit through the exploitation of wage-labor, and 
regards as sacred the “rights” of private property 
in the material means of wealth production. The 
Socialists aim for a revolutionary overturn of the 
capitalist system of production, into an industrial 
system based upon the common ownership of the 
means of wealth production production to be car
ried on for the livelihood of society as a whole prim
arily, instead of for the profit of a few.

The knowledge of the twentieth century of the 
ways and means of production, is the cumulative re
sult of the experiences of the human race .all down 
the ages. It is a social product and it is in the posses
sion of society as a whole, though the bulk of it, is in 
that section of society, the producing population. 
This knowledge is ineffective unless it has access to 
the material means of production. The discretionary 
use and the benefits of this knowledge are thus in 
the control of the capitalist class who own the mater
ial means of production, to which society must have 
access in order to live. The bourbeois point of 
view regards this industrial order of things as etern
ally right and good.

The socialist point of view, on the other hand, 
denounces that order of things and claims that the 
so-called eternal and sacred “rights” of property 
are mere prescriptive rights, Le., rights that, by long 
use and custom, together with coercive force and 
partizan education, have received social sanction in 
law. Thus their tenure is a temporary one, and it 
may be annulled without fear of offeriding the 
(supposed) eternal verities, divine or otherwise. 
The Socialist point of view hol<js that it is in the best

Every age has its own general prepossessions, 
held to more or less firmly by all sections of society. 
Thus we are able to contrast the point of view of 
antiquity with that of medieval times, and the latter 
with the modern point of view, and to trace the alow 
and gradual change from one to the other, due, not 
to the self developing power of intelligence but, 
primarily, to changes and improvements in the 
and means by which society gets its living and, 
ondarily, as an outcome of those changes, to changes 
in the institutional features of society. Such points 
of view then, being the mental reflexes of habitua
tion to material conditions of life, are not conscious
ly acquired and are thus not of reasoned conviction ; 
they are, on the contrary, held uncritically in every 
age. It is from such prepossessions that men' arise, 
as it were, from a spring-board to a reasoned 
sidération of facts. When the material conditions 
of life change, they enforce new habits of life and 
thought, at first among thosè coming most nearly 
under their influence, as well as among a few sen
sitive intelligences. Later, they affect the whole 
of society in some degree as the new conditions be
come more

G 1
interests of society, even a dire necessity, that it take 
over the material means of production and operate 
them as a social plant for the benefit of society 

whole. The bourgeois point of view conceives of 
an industrial system as existing for private ad
vantage. The Socialist point of view conceives of 
it as a means or an instrument of community _wel- 
fare. This disregarding of the metaphysical 
eept of “rights” to private ownership in the mater
ial means of wealth production, and regarding the 
inddstrial organization solely in its functional as
pect is characteristic of the mechanistic thought 
that is a typical product of the influence of the 
machine processes o£ production on the mind of this 
age. As propagandists of that point of view, Social
ists are but the conscious expression of the great 
social drift towards a new order of life and thought.

Socialists have the task set them of removing 
from the minds of the working class the bourgeois 
point of view, and, of substituting in its place the 
Socialist or revolutionary proletarian point of view. 
Therefore, the nature of a point of view, its source, 
how it is acquired, and the quality of its hold on the 
mind should be worthy of consideration as having 
a bearing on our educational work, both as to its 
character and to our methods. This article is but 

summary treatment of its subject, to which is ap
plied the materialistic conception, but I hope it 
may serve as a good lead to thought on the Subject-

Points of view', I have already said, are mental 
prepossessions, a balanced system of ideas, which 
serve as the bases of opinion. They are a set of 
ideas, a mental attitude, which we possess before
hand and bring to bear upon any matter the mind 
takes up. Such ideas are always regarded by those 
who hold them as “common sense” ideas. Mental 
prepossessions are the reflections of the social and 
natural environment. Thus there are groxfp pre
possessions, as, for instance, occupational prepos
sessions, the prepossessions of class, and natural 
possessions. These are also the prepossessions of a 
particular age or epoch, which prevail generally 
throughout all sections of society, These mental 
prepossessions pertain to those broader features of 
human interest with which art, science, religion and 
philosophy deal, and in some degree they may he 
regarded as a consensus of all the other
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Iand more the normal and dominant fea
tures of a new order of social life. The old pre
possessions gradually lose force, but die hard, for 
they have the tenacity of age-long habits- This 
natural slowness of mental change, caused by the re- ^ 
tar.ling effect of habit, is still further augmented in 
class societies by the efforts of ntling classes to pre
serve the traditional point of view.

Within every society based upon the institutions 
of property, classes arise with conflicting economic 
interests. As this conflict develops, besides the dif~. 
ferent points of view which arise from differences in 
modes of life, there also arises in each class a point 
of view antagonistic to the other class or classes as 
the case may be. Though the prepossessions held in 
common by society at large are the result of habit
uation to certain material conditions of life and are 
thus not consciously acquired or of reasoned con
viction, the class prepossessions, in so far as they 
relate to the conflict of economic interests, 
suit of a more or less successful reasoned
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prepossessions may be also, by habitual study and 
reflections on the economic questions at issue be
tween the clashes, so strengthened as to become men
tal habits, and thus we can have instant and effort- 

-less recource to judgment upon which to form op
inion on any social question involving a class view
point. This habit-contracting trait of the human 
mind acts as a labor saving device without which we 
'•ould hardly exist as reasoning beings; for, we 
should endlessly have to laboriously 
basis of judgment for each one of the innumerable 
opinions and decisjpns that life activities call for.

Part II. of this article deals with the animistic * 
preconception of primitive man as an illustration 
of the nature of a point of view.

preposses
sions and as thus expressing the intellectual temper 
of an age- All these specific prepossessions 
ist in the mind together, but merging with and modi
fying each other. Being reflections of the material 
environment ever in process of change, the mental 
prepossessions are thus subject also to change, but 
being ideas that have become habits of though, en
graved in the minds by long uke, they persist in the 
mind as traditional prepossessions, sometimes long 
after the material conditions which gave them birth 
have passed away. However, they are subject to 
displacement by the ideas which spring out of 
material conditions. Thus in every mind there is 
a constant war going o* between the traditional 
prepossessions and the new ones for the dominant 
position. Man is, in that sense, a dual personality. 
Prepossessions of that nature, prevalent during any 
age, are the cultural effect upon the mind or the 
discipline of the habits of life of a people enforced 
by the manner and conditions of procuring a liveli
hood on the one hand, and on the other, hy those 
habits of life entailed in conforming to an order of 
institutions economic, political, legal and religious, 
around which, ap the organs of the body politic, 
society may be organized. These factors, the condi
tions of work-day life and the institutional character 
of the society, which latter is conditioned on the 
stage of development in production, are the great 
cultural influences in a social environment. Either 
of these factors will be dominant as a cultural influ
ence according to whether industrial activity, aa m 
capitalism, or predation and war, as in feudal soci
ety. is the dominant feature in the social life of a 
people. ,
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THE FAMINE AS A MEANS OF PRESSURE wS'.

K 'Moscow July 26th.V “Rosta Wien.”
The statement of foreign papers that the Soviet 

government has applied to the American 
ment for the despatch of food and" that the former 
has surrendered the control over this food is an in
vention of these papers. America has made 
posais to the Soviet government in reference to the 
despatch of food and in the same way the Soviet 
government baa carried on no negotiations with 
America. The foreign press have merely made nae 
of the appeals of Maxim Gorky and the Patriarch 
Tickon to make demands "upon the Soviet 
ment.
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(Since this message left Moscow the bourgeois 

press brings reports of a definite proposal on the 
part of Mr. Hoover. Tl^se proposals are bound to 
lead to negotiations. The fact t£5t these rspoty 
have crossed should not however lead to confusion.y
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;Religion, an ethic and an epistemology, combining 
the more sinister defects of Christojudaic mysticism 

upholstered in the new mythological outfit.
The crux of the matter is that Shaw feels com

pelled to inflict a moral consciousness on the uni
verse. Disregarding the objection of Dietzgen and 
the modern scientific philosophers (Ostwald, Mach,

An Appeal to All SlavesE -

. * rag
¥
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HE fast changing conditions that drive the 
proletariat to think, and in many cases to 
act in a certain direction, is the dynamic 

force of nature, working toward the economic free
dom of all mankind.

Capitalist civilization has not come here because 
there lived through the ages, kings, rulers, schemers 
of various kinds, but because the objective condi
tions outside of us kept changing, nature’s forces 
kept buffetting mankind hither and thither like a 
boat without a rudder on the angry billows. Man, 
being an animal and a product of nature, had from 
time to time to conform to the conditions outside of 
him or go out of existence. We can follow him 
back to the time he emerged from the primeval for
est, and follow his career right until he arrives at 
civilization ; we can clearly see that the conditions 
imposed upon him in different ages, in different 
geographical areas, determined his mode of making 
a living, his institutions, his morals, his religion or 
in short his general make up, including physical and 
mental characteristics.

It is from a viewpoint of change, or in other 
words “evolution” in its broad sense, that the an
tics of mankind today can be analyzed. His customs 
and habits can only be explained when we under
stand that his hunt for food in all history was the 
driving force ; all animals have got to. eat to live, 
even before they can reproduce their kind.

Man is conservative by nature. He clings to the 
idealogy of the past after the conditions that 
brought his ideas have greatly changed. We there
fore find a conglomeration of ideas, antagonistic and 
conflicting in character. The average American 
sincerely believes that the U.S-A. form of govern
ment is the most democratic and best in the world. 
An Englishman boasts of the roast beef of Old Eng
land even on an empty stomach ; he also tells you of 
the Englishman's high sense of fair play, justice, etc, 
when millions of men and women are destitute and 
going hungry all around him.

Changes take place, and can only be noticed 
when the relationship of time and place is consider
ed. When the mode of getting a living changes the 
other institutions will eventually change - also, in
cluding the idealogy of the people, which is gen
erally the last to chance.

With the development of capitalism science had 
to make great strides in the competitive struggle. 
The operatives that built the great factories and 
ocean going greyhounds, etc., had to be taught and 
educated by their masters, that they be enabled to 
produce the maximum of profits.

Science has given man control over nature. To 
enable those who control the productive forces of 
society to glut the markets in a short space of time, 
it extends its usefulness to the vanguard of the re
volutionary proletariat in their great struggle for

economic freedom. It is the golden key that opens 
the door that has for years obscured the vision of 

fettered slaves in all lands. Yesterday it was the 
tool with the aid of which our masters accumulated

Whitehead et alih) that such a procedure lies out-untold wealth, and exploited their slaves to the full 
limit of the world markets. Today it is the weapon side the limits of verifiable knowledge, the only 
being wtiided to free mankind from the last form of difficulty Shaw finds is the seeming imperfection of 
slavery'. The proletarian Science, clarified from 
the impurities of superstition and reaction is here 
now to carry ont its historical mission.

ur

N*

the works of God. This he contrives to get rid of
(along With poor old Helmholtz’s eye) by' introduc
ing evolution as likewise overcargoed with moral 
endeavour and purged of materialism. The latter

!£ To those who understand capitalism and see its 
ugly aspects, its contradictions, its chaos and bank
ruptcy, they don’t become alarmed, as knowledge achievement rests on the revitalisation of Lamarck,W '

only' come through understanding the laws and whose views on evolution are about as germane tocan>
forces of nature. We see capitalist civilization in modern biology as a discussion of what Christ would 
all its gaiety and culture ; we also see the dark, ugly 
sores planted and inherent in it. We see its car
nage of blood and murder, with its prostitutes, in
tellectual and otherwise, with its fould smelling 
slums, hunger and privation, disease and death, yes, 
with its pie and mansions in the sky, but only for 
the slaves after they are dead. The benevolent char
ity of those who own the earth and the fujlnes* 
thereof, meting out doles to hungry slaves. Silk 
clad females of the bourgeois giving out their cast
off clothing and kind looks to the wives and children 
of the damn poor. We see the bread line and tick
ets for soup to the hungry unemployable.

r
Ii • have thought about Einstein and the Moriey-Miehel- 

son experiment if he had lived in the same house as 
Lord Haldane.

No experiments hitherto performed, Shaw de
clares (by that you understand since the eighties, 
when Weismann entered the lists and Shaw found 
the further pursuit of current scientific advances 
tedious), dispose of the Inheritance of Acquired 
Characters, because they consist of mutilations that 
have no regard for the animal’s own moral pre
occupations ; therefore they are not habits—also not 
acquirements. If you can follow this suggestive 
train of thought you may be able to understand 
why the mere disposal of certain experiments per
formed in the eighties (supposing they are dis
credited by' this ingenious dialectical artifice) and 
the disregard of any evidence that has since appear
ed constitute a reason for accepting the Lamarckian 
principle. Presumably—evidence or no evidence— 
we must believe in Lamarck, because of the “hu
mane conclusions” of Shaw’s incorrigible fellow dil
ettante Samuel Butler, and while ‘ ‘ possible to many' 
for whom Nature is nothing but a casual aggrega
tion of in*t and dead matter” is “eternally impos
sible to the spirits and souls of the righteous.”

W
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■ Fellow workers, exert your thinking tank, if 
any be left, and learn to understand why your 
misery becomes more miserable. Understand why 
members of your class do jail sentences and are 
pens "tilted by those who rule in all climes.

You who build mansions for those who control 
your life, you who build beautiful limousines and 
never ride in them, you who fought your master’s 
battles, who have bled for them in all past wars, get 
down to business and learn to understand the first 
time in your hungry lives why your babies go hun
gry' and half naked.

The old earth is bountiful, with your aid all ap-
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But it would be an injustice to Shaw to state that 
petites can be appeased if you will only understand he belongs to the nineteenth century merely in his 
the barrier that stands between you and the grub 
pile.

total inability to throw off the teleological outlook.
His attitude to truth is that of the eighteenth cen- 

You slaves of the ages, learn that history is in tury in its remoteness from working values. In- 
your favour : east aside the shackles that tie you to deed, it leads him to insist that artists get there be- 
a master class. Read the message of Socialism, fore the scientist- Nor does he pause to note en 
Listen to those who expound the knowledge that passant that artists get into so many surprising

■

leads to emancipation and happiness to the whole (and inconvenient) corners that the occasional sac- 
human race. cess of an Empedocles in anticipating a scientific

Your masters can’t solve their own problems, theory is inevitably lost sight of in the general con- 
The voice of the industrial proletariat is calling for fusion till experimentalists come to the rescue, 
your help, from the four corners of the earth ; they Along with the mechanism of Modern Science, Karl 
alone can solve society’s problems; their’s is the Marx is brightly and summarily dropped into the 
historic mission to fulfill- Arise out of your lethargy tempestuous waters of inchoate invective. Marx

was 'one of our materially-minded comrades, too 
gross to envisage the vital bond between the work- 
ing-clsss demand to control its destinies and the re
volt of Bayswater spinsters against chloroforming 
cats.

I’
jv

: and help in the great strife for freedom.
D. MACFHERSON.

, i

F Being politically an apostle of social solidarity 
he sees in deficient social education the sources of 
our political and economic evils; and being profes
sionally an epigrammatist he contrasts this with the 
diabolical efficiency of our technical instruction, the

defects of which (unlike Wells) he elects to kindred reactions of the bourgeoisie to forces it has 
Having overlooked the class structure of itself liberated, is only exceeded by the improbabil-

“G.B.S.” Takes the 
Veil.

J
-, The indecency of coupling the proletarian move

ment with all these anti-vivisectionist—anti-vaccin
ationist—uric-acid—free-diet—sun-cooked-food and

FRESSURE

IF'Rosts Wien.’’
uti tbs Soviet gross
riosn govern- f Beck to Methuselah. A Metebiologicel Pentateuch.

By G. Bernard Shaw. (Constable.)
ignore.
society he fails to recognise that our present system ity of the working class ever achieving its emanci- 
of social education—which sends young men in un- pation until it throws off the slave ethic of humani-

tarianism for the robust and conscious Will to Pow-

at the former 
food is an in- 
made no pre

ference to the 
ay the Soviet 
itiationa with 
■ely made use 
the Patriarch 
bviet gcveni-

thinking thousands to the shambles, keeps up a con
stant supply of labor leaders who preach increased 
production in the teeth of company reports showing class. When a younger man Shaw himself expres- 
hundred per cent, bonuses, and so befogs the minds sed this with vigour and dramatic force in the gos- 
of a large section of the community with celestial pel of St. Andrew Undershaft. Bat the new Shavian 
glories as to inhibit any intelligent attempts towards

IKE ourselves (and Wells) Shaw regards ed
ucation as the pillar of cloud by day and 
fire by night. Unlike Wells, who, if too 

advanced in years to be a revolutionary, is an earn
est thinker and courteous in controversy—at least to

L er of men themselves about to become a governing5$
i- '

Ot

ethic is a condensation of the decadence of And- 1unbearded contemporaries—Shaw has a transcend
ental disregard for fact which prevents him be- material benefit—is in point of fact most damnably rod es.
coming anything but a boisterous rebel. If Wells’s efficient in fulfilling its function, i.e-, in serving the will assuredly have no pity to waste on the author

needs and policies of the governing classes of of Major Barbara living to witness his own intel
lectual putrefaction.

IAnd if inspired by the earlier Shaw you
g*; .

‘ithe bourgeois 
j posai on the 
are bound to

views on education are warped by the miasma of.V
A social solidarity, he must at any rate be credited Europe. '

Thus Shaw, like hie master Tolstoi, turns to endAs the Play, itself has neither eoherenee nor,
'

with singularly profound insight on the less direct
ly political aspects of teaching. Shaw’s brisk ex- conspicuous dramatic power, the Preface chiefly in- his pilgrimage in the convent. He accepts. He has

vîtes comment. This is certainly not dull, aince the become his old bogey, “the just man made perfect” 
author rarely uses mere argument where vitupéra- To this, at last, has his unrepentant amateurishness 
tion can be conveniently substituted. It contains a brought him ! “THE PLEBS

these rspoiy >.*E:
to confusion.^; «unions into the political issues of education leave 

iiim with no residual energy for useful comment in 
other directions.
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daily press is “partial and prejudiced” on the side 
of the master class. Indeed, there is no need to go to 
Russia for evidence of that, for press reports of 
every meeting of workers, strike, lockout, utterance 

\ or indictment proves it to those who will read qnd 
learn. Local news of such happenings and events 
amopg working people gives example always of the 
lying capacity of the press ; how then may we rely 
upon news of the condition of affairs in Russia from 
such sources !x Our experiences in Canada prompt a 
healthy scepticism.

Disregarding such obvious anti-Soviet propa
ganda, we have the word of Chieherin, Soviet Com
missary for Foreign Affairs, given in “The Man
chester Guardian,” reproduced from “The Daily 
Herald.”

“The Famine Relief Commission of the Central 
Executive has recognized* a state of famine, 
in ten ^provinces, in which severe, continuous 
drought has either destroyed the Tiarvest en
tirely or left a yield of only 10 or 15 per cent, 
of the average. In some localité, however 
the bad harvest affects certain crops only 
The ten provinces Have a population of about 
18,000,000.

To maintain the rural population on only 
half the usual rations, excluding cattle, a mini- 

of 41,000,000 poods of food supplies 
<660,000 tons) is required from -outside, while 
to feed the town population 300,000 ton is 
needed. For seeds in the district where the 

harvest is completely lost 250,000 tons 
quired before September 15. 'It cannot yet be 
determined, until data of the harvest elsewhere 
is collected, what part of these needs can be 

supplied by Russia herself. The stricken pro- 
vinces have no old grain stocks left, and de
liveries from other provinces can only be limit
ed at present.

In spite of the great distress, there have no
where occurred and disorders. With the as
sistance of the Soviet authorities, people have 
sought to move from the hardest hit districts 
to others more prosperous, but this movement 
nowhere assumes a form menacing public 
safety and order. In its fight against the fam
ine the Russian Government has the ardent 
support of citizens of all views.”

■each season. Finally everyone who has visited 
Russia knows haw many thousands and tens of 
thousands of hectacres of black earth-lie 
worked ouing to lack of animals and through 
the will of the population. The former social 
and political system and also nature are to 
blame for this. Last of all the foolish policy of 
deforestation has contributed a great deal, as 
for example in causing the sinking in the level 
of the \ olga. . . This year’s harvest will 
exceed that of last year by fifty million poods 
835,000 tons) thanks to the extension 
acreage due to

tr,.
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It should be noted that this extra grain over last 
year’s harvest comprises the estimated 
all Russia, and thsft mention is made 
where there is

old
i sell

grain over 
of some areas

but
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a surplus as being “the least rich" in- 
grain from which bread can be made.” It will be 
.readily seen that despite famine conditions the chief 
task of the Soviets is reconstruction of 
tion .

THE INVASION OF BREAD
i

the. » •HE anxiety of the Allied governments over 
the Russian famine is shewn in its true 
light by the efforts of each group to edge 

out the other as relief admininstrator, a term which 
might be better understood to mean relief interven
tionist. Where Denekine, Koltchak, Yudenich and 
Wrangel failed to subject the Soviets to the rule of 
capital, it is the hope of these statesmanlike gentle
men that famine may succeed, and “they will make 
their charity pay dividends in the way of anti-BoL- 
shevik propagapda” to the end that a form of gov
ernment suitable to themselves and contributory to 
their interests, whatever structural form circum
stances may require it to assume, may be establish
ed, whereby the exploitation processmay be con
tinued and, incidentally, a “bad example” to the 
international working class may be blotted out.

It is characteristic of all councils where matters 
of interest to capital are under review by its spokes
men, that while the universal subjection and ex
ploitation of wage-labor is agreed upon, control of 
the fruits of the exploitation process leads to disa
greement between the groups involved, as in the case 
of the Russian famine, between U. S. A., France and 
Great Britain. Thus, while the TJ. S. A. Senate is 
anxious that its interests should be advanced under 
the guise of relief organization under Hoover, an 
astute business man with “experience” and a repu
tation, Mr. L. George puts forward the ^excuse 
against surrendering the interests of British capital 
to American administration, that the governing fac-

T rer
Fre
cautransporta-

Given transportation facilities relief could be 
carried from plentiful areas to those in distress.

The present need is for relief for the sufferers. 
The working class throughout the world will lend 
their aid willingly- Their financial aid will be given 
where possible and their jealous regard for the wel
fare of the Soviets must prompt them to watch 
iullv for “offensive” tactics under the cloak of h
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himcares' all.
thir
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um-are re-
anil arian missions headed by representatives of the 
business elements of France. Great Britain and the 
I. S. A. In the meantime, contributions may be
sent, to Dr. J. W. Hartmann, treasurer of “Friepds 
of Soviet Russia” and editor of “Soviet Russia,” 
201 West Thirteenth St., New York.
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RESPONSIBILITY.
jK ’ I” The doctrine of Determinism would seem, at first 

glance, to be rather a hopeless one. For this reason 
there was written a pamphlet, “Does Determinin- 

Destroy Responsibility!" The

i

i
m

ism answer was 
no, which, strictly speaking was not altogether 

comprehensive. It înust be remembered that “re-

)7

In the midst of these conditions, “Rosta Wien 
reports (from the Central Statistical Bureau) that 
“there will be ae increase in the grain yield this 

tor must be the Soviets themselves, since they eon- . year 0f fifty million pood (pood, 36 lbs.) in spite of countability.” According to the determinist all ac- 
trol the transport and all the official machinery of

Enfsponsibjlity has at least two distinct meanings, the 
being “liability to respond” and the other “ac- cenone ! had

{
ce»

the fact that whole districts are without grain. 
(Thus, if the daily press propaganda Is analyzed, we 
see that if the Soviet government is to be held re-

tions are necessitated and compelled, which elimin
ates responsibility.

tal.the country. At the same time, in France, the home 
of disappointed Russian creditors and the centre of 
counter-revolution, the government is declaredly 
against help of any kind toward relief, “unless the 
debts of the Czar’s government be recognized,” and 
the press is .frankly outspoken in the hope that fam
ine conditions will unseat the Soviets. Competitive 
conditions and the mutual distrust bred thereby 
give rise to some measure of co-operation, however, 
and we now have these watchful groups, with a 
jealous eye on one another, preparing to dispatch 
expeditions . to Russia in the hope that they may 
find enough misery to enable them to stay there. We 
had the testimony of Col- Raymond Robins, chief of 
the American Red Cross in Russia in 1918 that, 
while in Russia he was officially chief of the Ameri
can Red Cross he was at the same time a business

l * ant
trya But in the sense that man can “respond” to 

fluences, as a ship or an automobile “answers” to
sponsible for the failure of the crops in one region, 
it must be credited with success in another)-

M. J. Olgin. ia “The New Republic,” August 17, the turn of the steering wheel, he is responsible, for 
1921 says in an article entitled “Agarian Prtiblems he can be educated, adyised, restrained, coerced, 
in Soviet Russia” “It is well to remember, however, loved, medically treated or utterly destroyed The 
that famine has not been unknown in Russia these more intelligent or rational a man is, the more re

sponsible he becomes and the more accountable for 
his actions without “the fear o’ Hell,”

Soviet ' organization, with its quick and decisive Bums characterises as 
method of action, may turn out more capable of 
facing such a crisis than -any other administration.
It may be ^assumed with a degree of certainty that 
even the present famine will not disrupt the social 
fabric of new Russia.” All of which is of smell

tal,
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merlast thirty years and that the endurance of the Rus

sian masses is beyond Western comprehension. The
i
’ *which

hangman's whip to handF-. i
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Phy

a
(hold) the wretch in order.”1

Man, as “lord of creation” interferes with 
ure’s forces and uses them for lus

calnat--

onoi 
on t

own purposes. 
When these forces are turned to serve the needs of 
life we recognise their value to

now- r comfort to the invaders, whose hopes lie in famine 
destroying the Soviet government.

us agd our need for 
further understanding of their laws. Unfolding eir-

Iadventurer with a roving commisasion directed to
ward the advancement of American economic in
terests ; sometimes circumstances compelled co-op
eration with other national groups—British for in
stance—but the antagonism of American and British 
interests interfered with such co-operation. Given 
such a case, illustrating Red Cross operations while 
the war was still in progress, how deep is the sincer
ity of these business-like humanitarians now, fast
ening upon calamity in the hope of turning it to 
their own advantage, saving its victims for the ex
ploitation they have in preparation!

As to the actual state of affairs in Russia today 
we need hardly refer to recent stories in the daily 
press of Russian conditions. Experience has taught 
the working class, or the observers among them, that 
where working class matters call for mention the

forn 
cal i“The Nation” (New York) August 24, 1921, pub

lishes the following!
Russia, the land of infant mortality and ig
norance is also the land of famines. This is 
due to the climatic peculiarities. Its huge 
tinental mass is often swept by drying winda 
Also the primitive methods of agriculture 
to blame. The ground is worked only on the 
surface, - with primitive tools, and thus retains 
the moisture in a very small measure. Ration
al irrigation in Russia is practically unknown 

so that large districts of Russia are covered with 
standing watèx and huge plains are left with
out irrigation. The working of the fields is 
also'irrational- The three-field system, which 
is common, leave# a third of the ground fallow

cumstances compel man toward investigation of 
natural forces and toward hat-nessing them for his 

purposes. If his objective at any time may be 
gained without interrupting the natural operation 
of these forces he lets them alone ; if not, he first 
investigates, then cautiously, and with increased 
understanding “uses” nature and directs its forces. 
His responsibility lies toward his fellow men and in
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#. hamLy for ithis day and age it assumes a class character- Nature 

is bountiful and the race oLmen are able to gather 
the fruits. The problem befor,e us now and the re
sponsibility upon us is to awaken working class re
sponsibility so that those who gather the fruits
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1 ' v ' " Concerning Valueï

:

Subjection of Industry to O&pit&l—Concepts of the
Classical School The Labor Theory and Supply cepts engendered by the handicraft stage of in
And Demand.

Architect of the Universe in accordance with con- mitted if only in a subordinate capacity. Such an 
admission did not, however, present any real difii- 

dustry. On this point see Veblen in “Instinct pf culty to the classical school holding, al they did 
Workmanship.” x the beliefs I have just set forth. It is true, they

Secondly, that all men are born free and equal argued that the “natural order” 
and are endowed by nature with certain rights, such 
as the rigid to Lffe, to Liberty and so forth. That, 

further, all inequalities are due to special privileges the imperfections of human nature, ignorance, moral 
or restrictive legislation and that, these being re- obliquity and artificial restrictions, there is

BY “GEORDIÇÎ ■

*' • “In the precapitalist stages of society, commerce rules 
industry• The reverse is true of modern society, 
was written about the year 1865. 
merce will have more or less of a reaction on the societies 
between which it is carried on. It will subject production 
more and more 16 exchange value, by making enjoyments 
and subsistence more de-pendent on the sale than on the 
immediate use of the products. Thereby it dissolves all 
old conditions

would work out
to a perfect conclusion if unimpeded But the “ 
ural ” order is not the

, (This
G.) Of course, com- inat-

neeessary" order. Because of 5
- ia cod-

it moved, all men, by the working out of natural law siderable divergence between what ought to happen 
and in accordance with the eternal principles of mid what actually does happen. There is no law 
Truth and Justice, would, in seeking each his own °f nature the operation of which is exempt from

modifications, due to the conditions under which it 
acts. Falling bodies, for instance, do not, under or
dinary circumstances act exactly according to the 

no Imv of gravitation. They may (or may not) arrive 
as per schedule in a vacuum, but that is another 
sterv. Much more, then,.in the case of those laws 

the doctrine of “laissez faire.” This latter phras- governing the actions of men in society may we look 
is untranslateable but has been freely rendered as f°r discrepancies. Very well then, that price which

would he determined by the labor-cost, by the 
human effort involved in the production of anv 
modity, would be its value or “Natural" price. The 
natural price would he the normal or central price 
round which would fluctuate the actual or “Mar
ket" price. A quotation from Adam Smith will il-

It increases the circulation of money, 
seizes no longer merely upon the surplus of production, 
but corrodes, production itself more and more, making 

n. entire lines of production dependent upon it’ '
Capital. Voi. Ill, page 389.
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interest, promote the interests of society as a whole 
From this it results that the function of the State 
is conceived to be, after all restrictions have been re
moved, the purely negative one of seeing that 
one interfered with any other’s freedom or hindered 
him in the exercise of his rights. This is known as

Ai This sphere . .
the sale and purchase of labor power goes on, is in fact a 
very Eden of the innate rights of man. There alone rule 
Freedom, Equality, Property and Bentham. Freedom, be
cause both buyer and seller of a commodity, say of labor- 
power, are constrained only by their own free will They 
contract as free agents, and the agreement they come to 
is but the form in which they give legal expression to their 
common will. Equality, because each enters into relation 
with the other as with a simple owner of commodities and 
they exchange equivalent for equivalent. Property, be- “let alone.” 
cause each disposes only of what is his own. And Bentham, 
because each looks only to himself. The only force that 
brings them together and puts them in relation with each 
other is the selfishness, the gain and the private interests 
of each. Each looks to himself only and no one troubles 
himself about the rest, and just because they do so, do they 
all in accordance with the pre-established harmony of 

„ things, or under the aAspices of an all-shrewd providedee, 
work together to their mutual advantage, for the common 
weal and in the Interest of all.”

. . within whose boundariese •

V
it has occurred to me that from this concept that 

men are free and equal comes also the claim that 
every man (or woman), simply because he (or She) 
is a man (or woman) has the right to the franchise.
It would appear that “Democracy” must be class
ed along with the rest of thè eighteenth century ah- 1 ustrate this point, and will also serve to indicate

certain other difficulties which will next be taken up.

eom-
I V

straetions. .X Capital. Vol. I, page 195.
Thirdly, that labor was something irksome, if not 

I have now shewn the independent development .exactly painful, in its nature, something to he avoid- 
of the conditions which, J imagine, would account ed. (This is true enough, under capitalism.) It 
for the rise of-the labor theory of value and the law was therefore supposed that men in the pursuit of 
of supply and demand. Not that such theories were their own interests would naturally seek the great- 
formulated at the time in the form in which they-af- est possible enjoyment (possession of wealth!) at 
terwards appeared. The craftsmen and traders of the least possible expenditure of labor. This is the 
the Middle Ages were not in the habit of rationaliz- utilitarian theory. In its later forms, this theory as- 
ing their' conduct or explaining natural or social 
phenomena in terms of concrete science—that 
to come later. The rise of the physical sciences is 
conditioned by the development of industry, and 
political economy by the social relationships so 
formed.

'When the price of any commodity is neither more 
nor less Ih:in what is sufficient to pay the rent of 
the land, the wages of the labor, and the profits of 
the stock employed in raising, preparing and bring
ing it to market, according to their

i

.. natural rates,
- the commodity is then sold for what may be called

its natural price.......................The actual price at
which any commodity is commonly sold is called 
its market price. It may be either above or below 
or exactly the same with its natural price.”

Wealth of Nations. Book L Chap. riL
t

’ I sûmes that men in their economic dealings eon- ,
was sciously try to tflake a balance betwren “pain-cost” , . 8 ''6 8PP r0m tb's fixation a number of other

and “pleasure-gain.” This process is known as the ,h’"?8 had to b‘‘ accounted for.
“hedonistic calculus.” By the way, this last ex- '?8 a°te’ rent and interest and profit, 
pression will bear some explanation. The word a so * le 1 lsert Pa,1< > hi tu een the value of labor and 
“hedonistic” is an adjective formed from the Greek ... ' °. ProduL't-
word for pleasure, and the word "calculus” means f ^ moie 1 1 cu t*es" * hope to get round to these 

“a little stone.” It appears that the ancient Ro
mans used pebbles for counting, much in the way the 

pro- Chinese use a “swan-pan" or abacus, hence our 
word “calculation-”

Fourthly, there was'the important doctrine that
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this reason 
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altogether 
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These were, for i
There was

And, as lime went on.
jThe Industrial Revolution, which took place in 

England during the latter half of the. eighteenth 
century, completed the first phase of a process which 
had been going on for some two centuries—a 
cess resulting in the subjection of industry to capi
tal. Merchant’s capital, at one time the predomin-

v

V BUSINESS TODAY.{

, . . The Rochester, N. Y., “Herald” has turned to
• - ant form of capital,"In invading the sphere of indus- labor produced all wealth. From this were deduced asking questions, as witness the following - 

try became industrial capital, and mercantile eapi- certain further ideas, such as, that as labor was the What’s the Answer?
tal, as such, had to take a subordinate place.

)nd ” to 

nswers” to 
onsible, for 

d, coerced, 
oyed. The 
e more re
intable for 

which 
ip to hand

,

sole producer of wealth it also created all (ex- •<It is frequently stated now that the rehabilita-
The predominance of industry and the capital change) values, and that labor-time was the measure tion of purchasing power is the thing most essential 

employed in it over commerce and merchant ’s eapi- of value. for the full recovery of business, and that this can
tal resulted in the triumph of those concepts and Further, every man had a right to the product of be brought about only hv the speed in o- Up of pro 
theories associated with industry, and in the sub- his labor—to the whole product of his lalior. On duction the world over. This seems To be almost
ordination of those theories deriving from com- this ground it was asserted that the only true basis axiomatic. Yet the solution is not so simple as it

for the right of property was labor. (This concept may "at first apjiear. A question has been raised,
• The destructive criticism of the Mercantile cannot he squared with the right of property in land, for example, as to the feasibility of more intensive

System and its theories which was begun by the which could not have been produced by the owners production when there are already great stocks of
Physiocrats in France, was completed by the Classi- and. for this reason many Liberals of a radical turn goods that can find
cal school of Economists in England. Political -ec- of mind, deny the right of property in land. For
onomy became a more or less exact science and took the same reason, the abolition of the right of in-
on the complexion dictated by the interests of the heritance has been advocated.) 
now dominant-manufacturing interests.

Here we may summarize the doctrines which 
formed the conceptual stock-in-trade of the Classi
cal school. These were :

' 1

\s merce.
’ *

no market for the simple 
that people are not able to buy them. With 
of more than 1,000.000,000 husels of 
and another crop nearly as large now maturing, 
with enough wool stored in warehouses throughout 
the world to clothe the population for the 
years without shearing another sheep, with a carry- 

come, normally and under freely competitive eondi- over of cotton amounting to more than 9 000 000
That the Supreme Being had created a perfect tions, was a measure of his contribution to the social bales, with hides almost a dru» on the market

universe -and Established-once for all a “natural productive process. large portion oi the population^ Europe is
and essential order” of things. This natural order It is no part of my present purpose to criticize hungry, poorly clad, and unshod

reason
i with nat- 

purposes. 
le needs of 
ir need for 
olding cir- 
igation of 

em for his 
ne may be 

operation 
)t, he first 
increased 

its forces, 
îen and in 

er- Nature 
to gather 

nd the re- 
g class re- 
fruits may 
lers. “P.”

a crop
i

corn last year

Conversely, it was conceived that the property 
which a man-had acquired (“honestly,” of course) 
was, in some sense, the result of his labor and his in-

next two

a
l going 

It seems that"V
included a complete system of natural laws, accord- any of these doctrines. All that I am now concerned 
ing to which the operations of nature took place. It with is to point out that, owing to the predomin- 
was therefore the duty of mankind to ascertain anee

more is needed than a mere speeding up of the pro
of production. Something that looks 

of industry, the labor theory of value, which iously like another of those
precisely what these laws were and by acting in I shall now call the Law of Value, had come into its have plagued the world so sorely in recent times ap- 
harmony with them ensure happiness and well-being own, and to shew the conceptual surroundings in pears to have developed- There is overproduction 
for all. Particularly so aa—logically enough, given which it found itself. in some lines because there is underconsumption-
the premises—the order of nature was conceived as Nevertheless, the trouble was only beginning, there is underconsumption because of lack of 
being benevolent and progressive. The concept was at variance with the facts. Or- chasing power; there is lack of purchasing power

Incidentally, we may observe that the Supreme dinarv observation in the market shewed that prices because of unemployment ; and there ia unetcplov 
||eing here mentioned is not the King of Kings of of commodifies rose and fell, independently of value, ment because there is overproduction Thus the 

patriarchal times or the Suzerain of feudalism but in accordance with supply and demand. This meant vicious circle is complete. In the language of tie 
goea by the name of the Great Artificer or Grand that the law of supply and demand had to be ad-

■ . i cess suspic- 
vicious circles” that :!*.
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Lesson 19.—PANADA. This proclamation which is the very essence of 

capitalism, seeking freedom of trade, was published 
in the Toronto “Mirror” of 30th Dec. 1837. In 
Lower Canada, a proclamation was issued by Dr. 
Robert Nelson, president of the insurreetioderv 
party, which contained the following platform :

1st.—Republican form of government.
2nd.—Indians no longer disqualified civilly.

3rd.—Abolition of feudal tenture of land.
4th.—Dissolution between Church and State.

•r>th.—Freedom of Press and other reforma
6th—All Crown lands, clergy reserves in the 

hands of British American Land Co., to be the 
property of the State of Lower Canada.

The insurrectionists’ main plea was freedom of 
trade and capital to have a free hand in the de
velopment of natural resources, manufacturing, 
igation, and transportation. They pointed to the 
United States and asked : “why Canada was setback 
ward!-’’ Answering their own question they said 

because of the surviving feudalistie conditions in 
Quebec and Ontario, placing the monopoly of trade 
in the hands of the church, seigneurs and others, 
and because of the feudalistie laws incompatible 
with the requirements of the age, the spirit of which 
was individual enterprise and full personal freedom 
of trade.” The prohibition of importing articles un
less from Britain was still in force, similar to the 
conditions of the States before the Revolution.

The usual superficial character of the insurrec
tion was religious and sentimental, but in reality it 
wqs of a distinct economic nature.

The Scotch Presbyterians gave much support to 
McKenzie, being irritated at the refusal of the 
Church of England to recognize them as an estab
lished church. This auger was not based on the re
fusal of recognition, but because recognition meant 
an equal right to the allotment of clergy reserves 
or Glebes.

The clergy of the favoured denominations, pro
fessing to speak in the name of ‘ God said that the 
Church never permitted revolt against lawful au- | 
thority. The Protestants finally obtained a share f 

of one to every two Episcopalians.
When a bill was brought in to alienate the funds 

of those lands in 1850, although allowing stipends, 
the Archdeacon of Kingston and clergy said, | 
“what infidels.”

This grant of the landed estate, which in Montreal is 

of enormous value reaching tens of millions of dol
lars, has made the Seminary one of the largest stock 

and bondholders in Canada. This explains the op
position not only to socialism but also to single tax 
from this quarter.

The stripping of Episcopalian clergy of their 

vested rights in ecclesiastical lands was a harder 
blo>v than the abolition of the entire 39 articles of 

faith. From the insurrection down, the history of 
Canada has been a development of the ethics of 
capitalism.

The members of the legislature, granted all kinds 
of land, money, etc-, to concerns the members were 
financially interested in.

The granting of a railway bill giving the Duns- 
mnirs mines in Nanaimo, estimated by one member 

as worth 10 to 100,000,000 dollars, while one Charle- 

ton stated it was a huge swindle, is an example.
Between 1881—1885, out of 3,900 square miles of 

timber granted, members of Parliament obtained 
1,150 square miles.

One of Ottawa’s M.P’s (Robillard) owned a half 
interest in a 79-mile timber limit license which he 
had been instrumental in getting. Robillard pock

eted $15.000 as his share when the grant was sold.
The total grant to railroads up to 1913
Land, 56,052,055 acres.
Cash Subventions, $244,000,000.

Guaranteed bonds, $245,000,000.
An estimate of the land value made at a con

vention of manufacturers at Halifax was $20 an 
acre.

!r-
HE insurrection of 1837—1838 was a revolt 

against the fuedalism that had been trans; 
ported into Canada by the French in the 

early days of the white settlers.
The feudal lords had the prison on the ground 

floor. They could banish obnoxious persons and 
confiscate their property and crops. They had their 

feudal dues paid in kind.
The court of justice was in the feudal lord's 

house, and all the damnable feudal punishments 
were introduced from France. The only difference 
in this respect, between FYance and Canada was that 
while the Nobles lost all tlfeir lands through con
fiscation during the Revolution of 1789, the French 
feudal lords of Canada received around 10 million 
dollars for the taking away of their ancient rights.

We have seen the Roman Church was the re
presentative of feudalism previous to the reform.i- 
-^on, and to strengthen feudalism in Canada she wa. 
granted prior to 1763, 2.096,754 acres of land. The 
result of this is to be seen in the vast wealth owned 
and controlled by the Seminary of St. Sul pice of 
Montreal. The Seigneurs, like their feudal lords of 
Europe, squeezed their vassals to pay with money, 
which, failing to pay, lost the labor they had ex
pended on their land. Conditions were so oppres
sive that a riot occurred in Montreal as early as 1707.

The king of France had bestowed charters to 
their court favourites and merchants around 1627.

King -Charles II- of England gave to his favour
ites extensive baronial rights, while other knights 
and merchants were given a perpetual charter in 
1670.
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Charles II. granted the charter to the Hudson’s 

Bay Co., endowing the company with an exclusive 
and perpetual monopoly “of all seas, creeks, lakes, 
straits, bays, rivers and sounds in whatsoever lati
tude they shall be within the entrance of the Hud
son Straits, adjacent to those waters not now pos
sessed by any of our subjects or the subjects of any 
other Christian Prince or State.”

Besides this exclusive trade and commerce the 
Company was granted possession of lands, minerals, 
forests, fisheries, etc., with full power to make or
dinances and regulations, revoking same at their 
pleasure. The Company was empowered to employ 
armed force, erect forts, etc., and no British subject 
was allowed to trade within the Company’s territ
ory.

t si
o
c:

i Most of the M. P’s were promoters of railways. 
The incorporation of fire and other insurances, 
banks, etc., was accomplished by M-P’s as incor
porators.

The wealth of Canada has become so concen
trated that it is estimated 50 men control $4,000,- 

000,000, more than 1-3 of Canada's material wealth 
<»xpressed in railways, banks, factories, mines, land, 
etc.
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They do not owrn it, but control it because of 

; owning over 50% of the stock.
h

bIn September and October, 1852, a Mr. Brown 
moved that as the Protestant clergy had got by * 
fraud or error 227,559 acres in Lower Capada, 
and 300,000 in Upper Canada, measures should be 
taken to recover the funds taken for that land ; 
whereupon the Bishops' of the Episcopalians of 
Quebec, Toronto and Montreal protested against 
this confiscation, successfully.

In 1854 an act was finally passed alienating the 
church from all vested rights in reserves, but leav
ing the clergy certain allowances and stipends dur
ing their natural life and encumberances. From 
1814 to 1854 the total paid to the clergy for final 
settlement in Ontario was $3,843,977, as follows :—

Episcopalians £309,482- After act £ 188,342.
Presbyterian £90,891- After met £127,448.
Roman Cathdlie £40,000. After act £20,932.
Methodists £21,855. After act none.
The Roman Catholic Church was left unimpaired 

in Quebec Province. By a stroke of the pen the Sem
inary of Montreal was put into full legal rights.

In the 5th report of the British Government 
Ixird Goeford, Charles Edward Grey, and George 
Gipps, Canadian Commissioners, reported in 1826 
that all of them were agreed in the opinion that af
ter the Britjah conquest the Seminary of Montreal 
had no valid title or standing but was dependent 
wholly on the pleasure of the crown. But they re
commended that the Seminary’s title be confirmed.

From January 1909 to January 1913 56 compan
ies absorbed 248 individual companies. We had the 
following concentration from 1891 to 1906. 

manufactories,

* e:» ■ v: i
tiThe Indians and Company’s workers were pro

hibited from growing anything, and Indians were 
imprisoned if they sold furs to the settlers and the 
furs bought by them yfere confiscated.

The Company’s land reached as far as San Fran
cisco. The Indians were forbidden to gather and 
sell cranberries to the settlers. Indians were refus
ed provisions if they did not comply with the orders, 
and aa they had lost the original way of hunting 
with bow and arrow they had to depend on the 
Company for gunpowder for their game.

Therefor we aee that feudaliaip had been trans
ported into Canada. The revolt against feudalism 
was led by Wm. Lyon McKenzie in Ontario, and by 
Papineau in Quebec. The proclamation issued by 
McKenzie, chairman pro-tern of the insurrectionary 
provincial government, after stating the depotisin 
of feudalism in robbing the proceeds of the land, 
charged, “that they had bribed and corrupted mini
sters of the gospel with wealth raised by oar in
dustry- ’N

Their demands were separation, a legislation 
chosen by themselves, free press, civil and religious 
liberty, free education and other freedoms the great
est of which waa “freedom of trade,” to be allowed 
to buy at the cheapest and sell at the dearest mar
ket

1 Ri
numbering a> bf .VBoots.

■; *f- ,5,398 138 in 1906\ i
-Carpets.

¥
557 5 in 1906

This was the tendency of all kinds of manufac-
F1 PiI ' -Ki -i tures.

! a
Therefor, Canada has become industrialized and 

has entered the worlds market as a competitor, and 
the dream of the golden west as far as the wage 
slave is concerned baa vanished, and the social sores 
w’hich affect the body politic of the old lands are 
becoming more prominent upon the body politic of 
this New Country.
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' >3 aFor more history of Canada read “History of 
Canadian Wealth,” by Myers.
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Walter Wilson $1.; J. Rchultheis, 50 cents; Bill. 
Jones. $5 ; R. C. Mutch, $1 ; J. Craig (per 8. R. Dmvy) 
$2 ; Tom Smith $1.
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PAGE SEVEN

I

The Coming World 
War

■America must have an army prepared for ■war. .
It is the same kind of argument used in Germany ue 
fore the war. Competition for the reduced markets 
and the enormous development of war indifetries 
tend to force on similar policies.

The coming war will, if the proletariat's victory 
does not intervene, completely destroy capitalism- 
As the last world 
of the proletariat in Russia, and me impoverish
ment and partial breakdown of capitalism in Cen
tral Europe, so will the next war utterly destroy 
world capitalism.

The United States is fuming with a petulance 
that hides something like savageness because of this 
new turn. On April 30 (recorded in the Australian 
press on May 2) the U. S. government sent a note to 
Holland in which it ahriek'c3 (m diplomatic lan
guage, of course) because the Dutch company was 
excluding American capital from oil ventures, 
while allowing foreign capital other than American 
to participate- The “foreign” capital was English !

There are a number of factors other than those 
mentioned. They will form the subject of future ex- 
jinsures of the tragedy which is now being prepared ; 
with one side or other as the hero, with one side or 
the other as the villian, and with the working class 
Gf history is repeated) as the poor but honest vil
lage idiot.

It will -be asked : Where does Japan enter the 
picture!

y M
The following is the final chapter of a short 
book by E. Varga on “The Present World 
Crisis in Capitalist Economy, ” and has been' 
translated by W. H. Mainwaring for “The 
Nebs.”

o s it
—'a

; 5 gave rise to the dictatorshipwar
lal is 
dol- 

itoek HIIjE during the next few years the Euro
pean proletariat will be engaged in its 
struggle with capital, the three great Im

perialistic Powers—the V. S., England and Japan — 
will be engaged in a struggle amongst themselves, 
* struggle for world power and dominion. It is im
possible to avoid this conflict under the laws of 
capitalist society. By the elimination of Russia 
and the impoverishment of Central Europe 
world market has been reduced. These Powers have

w- op- 
* tax War with Americai if i
their 
irder 
es of '■4

A Clash Which is Near at Hand yA fanatical consumptive student,,at Sarajevo 
assassinated a scrofulous, mentally-tainted Aus
trian Archduke. And out of the indident 
var which, when it settled into its stride, 
to be a struggle between England and Germany to 
decide the world’s commercial supremacy. Some 
day in the near future a Japanese policeman will 
drop a brick on the pet corn of an American mis
sionary. or a California merchant will mistake a 
Japanese laundryman for a member of the I.W.W. 
and plunk a bullet Into his midriff. And when the 
smoke and dust have cleared. It will be found that 
England and the United States are deciding, in 
ad'-aneed civilised manner, the question of the 
world’s commercial supremacy.

■-i came the 
was seen■y of 

‘8 Of
’he

Japan enters the picture in the first few feet of*
film. And it stays in the picture. At the present 
time it is dominating the picture.

In Ixmdon a bunch of capitalist politicians from 
the various dejiendcncies, dominated by the two 
leading capitalist politicians of . England—Lloyd 
(ieorge and Churchill—are wrangling over the re
newal of the Anglo-Japanese Treaty. At.least the* 
wrangling now appears to have concluded. Hughes 
having “controlled,” “swayed,” etc, etc, (accord
ing to the cables ; the real position is that Lloyd 
George—inîinitely the cleverer

now weapons in hand to decide who is to be master 
The conflict has already begun. The most ag 

gressive at the moment is the United States, 
ing the war she

>finds
! Dur-were i

rose to the position of being the 
greatest industrial power in the world.* 
great bourgeoisie of Amereia, with Harding at the 
helm, is engaged in the endeavour to reduce the 
political and maritime power of England.

Already the differences between England and 
Japan on the one side and of the IT. S. on the other 
are becoming wider and more immediately pressing- 
The U. S. seeks to secure herself against England’s 
monopoly in exploiting the oilfields of Mesopotamia. 
Strong speeches in the Senate have referred to the 
fact that England obtains cheap American petro’- 
eons and sells it at a much dearer rate to American 
ships in Asia. England is charged with attempting 
to create a monopoly outside of the Ü. S. There 
continual references in the American press and peri
odicals to the possibility of war with England, and 
protestations were made against the creation of the 
League of Nations, which, through the absent ion 
of America and the exclusion of Germany and Rus
sia, has become a mere instrument for the exercise 
of world power by England—^he award of the Pa
cific island of A ap to Japan being an example Eng
land is embittered by the competition of American 
industry which tends to force her ont of th;

'a
Now theiluns-

mber
arle-

’

World Stage is Being Cleared for Next Last War
Today is the day of Imperialism. .The capitalist 

system has reached its apex in the militant Imperial 
ism of the Great Powers.

4

e. 1es of 
fined

man—is u-lyng 
Hughes and working through him) the conference in 
favor of renewal.

Out of the struggle for markets in which to dis
pose of surplus geods comes war. 'The imperative 
necessity of the English capitalists is to cript 
some Hughes knows that war between England and 

Japan on the one hand and America on the other 
is inevitable.

Even before he left for London he blurted out 
the truth when he said

‘ Some of these gentlemen who say we would 
not fight with Asiatics against America are the 
very men who. when the war broke out. would 
not fight at all.”

ure
of the markets which America dominates, and 

out of that conflict of interests war is inevitable.
There the other factor^ which are hastening the 

progress of events-

half 1
h he - ;

SKick
• ■ aId. t

America held aloof from the Allies. It waged 
war distinct from them.

America followed the policy in the case of the 
peace settlement and the Allies followed if in tin- 
division of the spoils ; a division which concerned 
itself with (a; territory, (b) ' communications, and 
(cl oil.

ire

r\

: For economic reasons England made and must 
keep the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. The coming 
fliet will probably open between Japan and America.

However, that it will open is certain. While the 
diplomats are kissing one another on the brow, 
crude persons are blurting out the truth- 

There was

con-
0 an con-

Territory means raw materials. America was left 
nothing.

America was giixn none of the German cables. 
After considerable snarling the Atlantic diffieulty 
was solved. But communication across the Pacific 
is still denied America.

The trouble over Yap still goes 
A ap is a small island ol the Carolines and from 

it leads a cable to Guam and thence to "Frisco. With 
ap in -Japanese hands at a time of war America, 

obviously, would be cut off from Asia. As a kind of 
set-off America obtained from China the right to 
establish a high-power wireless station at Shanghai. 
But some person or persons unknown whispered a 
few threatening words in the ears of the Chinese 
government and the concession was cancelled, 

bo much for territory and eonufl uni cation- 
Now f/>r oil.
Oil is

vaya.
sees, Cen

tury old monoimly of the world markets, amongst 
others of the coal industry.!

The U. S. refusal to give favourable considera
tion to the question of the mutual cancellation of 
war debts amoairst the allied nations has aroused 
considerable dissension in England. The stage is 
being prepared for open war. 
struction programme has been so far increased that 

few years the English fleet will be outstripped 
by one half The army is also to be enormously in
creased. The creation of new weapons of war, par
ticularly the discovery of new deadly liquids and 
gases, is being fostered. The Panama Canal is to 
be fortified and defended with the most powerful 
artillery in the world.

ncor-
Rear-Admiral Huz, for instance. Huz 

is commandant of the New York Navy Yard, and, in * 
the course of a speech at Cincinnati (cabled to the 
Australian dailies on February 23), he said:

I-
%

ncen- on.
,000,-

ealth
land,

,

i
If the I nited States stops building battleships 

it will be because some other nation has no 
money to build and wants to quit. I know 
of you will catch your breath when J. say we 
must have a

The U. S. naval con-
some.-•j

se of in a»
navy large enough to fight Eng- 

construet different ships againstland. We
Japan from those we construct against Eng
land.”

canilpan- 
d the

I 1
As we fit the last slip into the typewriter, wc 

hear the triumphant that-smashes-yonr-argument-re- 
mark : \\ ar between the English-speaking 
impossible and unthinkable, for “blood i* thicker 
than water!”

*
the life-blood of modern capitalist produc

tion; it is the life-blood—or death-blood—of 
Without oil, the carriers of wholesale death 

paralysed.

General R. Lee Bullard, Commandant of the 
First Division

races iswar.
of the American Expeditionary 

Forces in France, 1918, in an address to the Re
publican Clnb declared that America, since she was

are AVe merely smile a Marxist smile
and humbly point out—infac- Without oil, the aeroplane, the tank, the motor 

unprepared for war, was dependent during the war are as harmless as the toy soldiers a benevolent capi- 
itself upon the British proletariat, and that British taliat system manufactures to turn the first thought 
troopa had to stand between American troops aid the babes in the right direction, 
the enemy until they became accustomed to the

(a) that hnglish-speakmg America has in the past 
taken up arms against England ;

(b) that the bloodiest
1 and 
; and
wage 
•ores 
s are
tic of

\-~ti of the last century
between persons with ties closer even than lan
guage—the American Civil War; and 

(o) that no blood is so thick that Capitalism will 
not shed it in lakes and wade through it neck 
deep ; that no relationship is so near that Capi
talism will not srtinder it on the instant when 
economic necessity exerts pressure.

Lord Grey of Falloden knows. He said: “To say 
that a thing is unthinkable, says nothing. Those 
who know, know that this ( 
and America) could happen.”

In only two countries in the world are people not 
war-weary—in America and Japan, 

moves clash will almost certainly open between them.
^ *lat °f Australia! England wants Australia’s 

new finds are in north and held in food and other supplies, and in

*>. war was
The domestic demand of the United States 

exceeds the supply. And the outside
*-T now

areas, except
Mexico are monopolised by England—England 
to that at the Peace Conference when it gave itself 
mandates over all territory suspected of carrying 
oil.

conditions. This state of things must not recur.
•According to Garry** address to the Iron and Steel in

stitute (The American Empire by Scott Nearing, p 18T) 
the U 8. proportion of the total world economy in 1920
cons'f ted of: —
• per Qeot of the total population

saw

r ' ;ry of 7 per cent, of the 
earth’s surface.

While of the total world product it possessed
52 per cent, of the Coal

Petroleum

On May 23 in the House of Commons Commander 
Monsell reported that the whole of the British Navy 
would shortly consist of oil-burning vessels.

That means that England has at last “struck 
oil” in quantities.

The cables haven’t said where, but the May issue * 
of the Empire Mail”—a paper in which the

To Italy. To Holland To Sweden. of shrewdest capitalists in the world are shown__
253 8*jd il *n detail. The 

1,247 northwest Canada.

IB. 25 per cent of the Gold
26 ”
*0 ”Y Wheat 68 

Steel A 60
v TÎ.

Copper
Cotton
Alumin

ium

between EnglandwarIron
Lead
Stiver
Zinc

60
U ” 
40 ”
56 ~

60
■

; Bill. 
)avy)

75 ~ Maize
tThe coal exporta of the United SU tee In thousand*

flf ton» were: —
To France

In 1514---- 47
la 1*19___532

5» -31 la 1*30__ 3,646

A ‘“f And so the->Xj

776
1,633 

« 3,388
722 men if pos-1th to 2,147■ | (Continued on page 8.). >
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Literature Price ListWAX' WITH AMERICA
(Continued from page 7 )

sible. And the .move is to make Australia a party 
to the Anglo-.!apanese Treaty.

The duty of every worker is to expose the nature 
of the Imperialist plot, watch for and point out 
every new development, and insist that the working 
eiass of Australia shall not be battered and smashed 
into insanity, physival wreck, or 
the sorid commercial schemes of English, American, 

or Japanese Iviperialism-
—“Common Cense" Sydney, N.S.W.

Communism
and

Christianism
- X,Per Copy

.... ...... 42.16

................$2.16
__ $2.15

Cloth Bound
Positive Outcome of Philosophy (Dietzgen
Woman Under Socialism (Bebel) --------------
End of the World (McCabe) ----- .'.------------
Conditions of the Working Class In England In 1844 "

.........$1.75
........... ....... $1.15
............,___$L76
............ $1.75

■-*'
l T. - y

'MHT. (Engels) .................................. —...... .......
death, because of A. B. C of Evolution (McCabe) -----------

Economic Determinism (Parce) --------
Socialism and Modem Science (Ferri)
Physical Basis of Mind and Morals (Fitch)  ------- $1.75
landmarks of Scientific Socialism (Engels)  ........$1.75
Industrial History of England (H. DeGibbtoe)
The Student's Marx (Avellng) ----------------------
Evolution of the Idea of God (Grant Alien -----
Darwinism and Race Progress (Haycraft) ......
Evolution of Property (Lafargue) ------------------
Critique of Political Economy (Marx) --- ----------
Revolution and Counter Revolution (Marx)
Philosophical Essays (Dietzgen) ------------------
History of Par's Commune (Llasagaray) --------
Ancient Society (L. H. Morgan) ---------------------
Introduction to Sociology (Arthur M. Lewis) ...
Capitalist’Production (First Nine and 32nd Chapters

“Capital," vol. 1, (Marx) -----------------------------
Savage Survivals (Moore) ................................. ................
Vital Problems in Social Evolution (Lewis) ----------
Science and Revolution (Vnterman) ....
The Militant Proletariat (Lewis) ..........
Evolution. Social and Organic (Lewis) ..
The Social Revolution (Kautsky) ..........
Class Struggle (Kautsky) ...........................
Puritanism (Meily) ........................................
The Worlds Revolutions (Vnterman)
Ethics and History (Kautsky) ..................
Life and Death (Dr. E. Teichmann) ....

as the S. P. of C. has Law of Biogenesis (Moore) -----------------
Social Studies (Lefargue) ................ ..........
Germs of Mind In Plants (R. H. France) --------

Paper Covers
Two Essays on History (C. Stephenson and G. Deville) 6c 
The Criminal Court Judge, and The Odd Trick (E. B.

Bax)

Analyzed and contrasted from the Marxian 
and Darwinian points of view. By William 
Montgomery Brown, D.D- The writer, a Bishop 
of the Episcopal Church, smites supernatural- 

religion and capitalism in politics. 
Comments: “One of the most extraordinary 

and annihilating books I have ever read. It 
will shake the country.” “I call it a sermon. 
The text is astounding:—Banish the gods from 
the sky and capitalism from the earth.” “It 
came like a meteor across a 
held me tight.” “Bishop Brown is the reincar
nation of Thomas Paine and his book is the 
modem Age of Reason.” “ft will do a won
derful work in this the greatest crisis in all his- 

“A remarkable book by a remarkable 
of intense interest to all.”

Published in October, 1920. Fiftieth thou
sand now ready, 233 pages, 25 cents or six cop
ies $1; postpaid (Canada 5 copies for $1).

Send M. O. (United States rate).
The Bradford-Brown Educational Co., Inc., 

Publishers, 102 South Union Street, Galion, 
Ohio or from

SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA 
401 Pender Street E., Vancouver, B. C.

V___ $1.75
..... 41.15
..... -$115
........$1.15
___ $1.15
___ $L75
___ $115
........$175
____$150
.......$2.15

____$1.75

ism m

The S. P. of C. and the 
Third International

»

7 üdark sky and it

$100
4100

l

Editor “Western Clarion.tory.” .90l

6>i90Dear Comrade:
As to affiliation with the Third International, 1

But I cannot

i man
90

.90

.90have no fault to find with its tdeas.
here the S. P. of C- can gain anything, but

.90

.90see w
lather that we might lose ground.

Vie must admit that we have had to expel some
.90

x__ .90
.50 .

„ .90renegades from the Party, and 
no control over the actions of such renegades they 
would easily gain admission to a good many freak 
organizations such as the Second International, 
Labor Parties, Iieft Wingers, etc., but as the S. P. of 
C. has a dear record and has always stood for the 
complete emancipation of the working class, a d 
lias refused at all times any half-way measures, and 

time has entertained any idea of compromising

»
.90

!____, .90
Per Copy

V
; 5c

10cCommunist Manifesto ....<■ ...h.
Wave-Labor and Capital ------
The Present Economic System (Prof. W. A. Bonger) —10c 
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific —
Slava of the Farm ...................................
Manifesto. S. V. of C. . ---------- -------

10c

PLATFORM 15c

i
i

10c
____ 10c

20c 
_____ 10c

at no
- . . U„rr;an V,v Evolution of Man (Prof. Bolsche)with any organization not strictly Marxian, m my Caugpg of Bellef ta -Cr0d (i^targue) .............

opinion, as lone as the S- P. of C. continues along The Structure of Soviet Russia (Hump<irles
such clear and clean non-eompromismg lines, the ^hop Talks on Economl^^lMarcy)

workers of Russia or of any other country have Value, Price and Profit (Marx) ----------- ,....
nothing to fear as to the S. P. of V., hut op the con- ^"^oteetton'o" Labor 'ta^Sovlet ’ Rues la (Kaplun)

trarv they can and will place more confidence in The State and Revolution (Lenin) ............... .............
the S. F. =r C.' becuV If ». do no, .*1,.1. with th, «gg»,.......................................... ’

Chrlstianlsm and Communism (Bishop W. M. Brown)—26c 
Left Wing Communism, An Infantile Disorder (L^nln)

Detroit Edition _____ ________________________
Theses and Statutes of the 3rd (Communist) Inter

national _____ ______ _____ ____ ________ .______

x

Socialist Party of 
Canada

20c

i 15c
15c
15c

__26c
15c
25cj;-. .......35cWe. the Socialist Party of Canada affirm our alleg

iance to, and support of the principles and programme 
of Hie revolutionary working das*.

resources.

25cI
■fThird International, the reasons are that we are 

liable to affiliate with traitors to the cause who 
affiliate with the Third International, unknown

produces allLabor, applied to natural
The present economic system ia baaed upon not 60cwealth.

capitalist ownership of the mean» of production, conse
quently. all the products of labor belong to the capital
ist rïT” ' The capitalist is, therefore, master; the

may
to the comrades.

26c
Quantity Rates on Paper Covered Pamphlets.

The S P of C cannot compromise with the Two Essays on History ..................
,, , . , Criminal Court Judge.................... ..

renegades who have been expelled from its ranks rammunist'Manifesto ......................
and who would have joined other parties above re- Wage-I-abor and Capital ..............
fvrred th, and such parties with such members eoul't soclallsih. Utopian and Sdentlfle 

accept the Third International and by

worker a slave.
So long ee the capitalist class remains In possession 

of government all the power» of the State 
used to protect and "defend its property rights In 

of wealth production and tta control of the

__ j___ 25 copies 75c
...... ...... 25 copies 75c
..........25 copies $2.00

25 copies $2.00
...........25 copies $1.50
____ 25 copies *3.25
..........25 copies $1.60
_____ 25 copies $2.00
. ..__ 26 copies $3.75

...25 copies $2.00 
...25 coptes $3.26
_10 copies $100

.........._.5 copies $1 00

of the reins 
will be

a
Die means Uvproduct of labor.

The capitalist system gtvss to the capitalist an ever- 
aw el ting stream of profits, and to the worker, an srer- 
tr,crossing measure of misery and degradation.

The interest of the working class lies in setting Itself 
free from rap liai let exploitation by the abolition of the 

system, under which this exploitation, at the point 
To accomplish this neceeelt-

$
Slave of the Fferm ..................
Manifesto of S. P. of C. __ ....
Evolution of Man ................ .....

might be hampered Causes of Belief In God .........
Value, Price and Profit............
Economic Causes of War 
Chrlstianlsm and Communism

All Price* Include Postage.
Make all moneys payable to E. McLeod, 401 Pender 

Street, East, Vancouver, B. C. Add discount on cheques.
All above literature can be obtained at the same prices 

post paid, from—J. Sanderson, Box 1762, Winnipeg, Man.

Tinow in mass
1 so doing get into our ranks a train and as we are ap

proaching a critical period we 
and betrayed by those who heretofore have proven 

In the event that enough of

■

of production. Is cloaked. __
the transformation of capitalist property In the 

i_______ of wealth production Into socially controlled eoon.
traitors to our cause- 
such traitors could get into the ranks under this 
affiliation, propagatida and propagandists could be 

x hampered a great deal by the influence of their vote

t
mnic force».

The irrepressible conflict of Interest between the cep- 
the worker necessarily expreeaes Itself as a 

This Is the Class
ttallat and 
struggle for political supremacy-

anil otherwise.
So long as the S P. of C. follows present methods 

the workers of the world need not fear any move on 
its part, but on the contrary- would be compelled 
to place their utmost confidence in the S. P. of C., 
owing to the caution taken, even to not affiliating 
with the Third International owing to the dangers

Therefore we call upon all workers to organise under 

the banner of the Socialist Party of Canada, stiih the 
conquering the political powers for the pur

er forcing the economic pro

ll.
HEBE AND NOW

Following one dollar each : J. -M. Sanderson, Gt 
A. Browti, J. Hchultheis, H. P. Graha(n, C. Bowie, A.
Jankoff, J. Everts, R. C. Mutch, J. Stevenson, G. H- 
Kimball, C. Coxhcad, M. T. Swanson, Roy Reid, L.
G. Atkins, J. Fraser, P. Bndd, W. B. Mitchell, A- E.
Cotton, A. R. Sinclair, A. C. Cameron, S. N. John
son, J. J. Egge. II. Atkins, C- C. Welledman, R. Sin
clair, W. Jardine.

Following $2 each: E. D. Mitchell, S. J. Rose, V. 
Prescott, G. R. Ronald.

H. M Thomas 25 cents, B. Foltz $8.20, E. Earp,
$4; John Glendenning, $10; S. R. Davy $5 ; J. H.

, Burrough, $3; Wm. Braes, $9.
Above subscriptions received from 11th to 29th 

August, inclusive, total $73.45.
A glance at these figures will show that onr fin

ancial pulse is nearer normal than during the peat / 7
few idlues. The insistent demand for funds is, of ,, 4
course, annovjng and we don’t like to keep prodding • ^
Clarion readers into sub-hunting activities. But that 
is the only way. The ’interest of Clarion readers 
must spread itself to a gathering in of new readers.
Every new sub helps the Clarion—we.modestly re
frain from mentioning the effect upon the new 

— _ reader- .

iF object of
poec of setting up. and

of the working claea, as follows:
1__The tram formation, as rapddly as possible.

of capital let property In the means of 
wealth production (natural resource», factor- 
tories. mills, railroad», ate.) 1=1» collectivs 
means of production.

I—The organization and management of Industry 

by the working claea.
The establishment, as epeedily as possible, of 

Instead of production tor

gramme

►

t

above stated.
And as the Si P. of C. Ls doing good propaganda 

work and- cannot better their propaganda any by 
affiliating with the Third International, I see no 

for affiliation, bnt can see a good many rea- 
for not affiliating.
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H. A Wiertz,ECONOMIC CAUSES 
OF WAR

Youngstown. Alberta.
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By PETER T. LECKŒ.

NOW BEADY. 
Preface by the author.
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SOCIALIST PARTY OP CANADA 
(Fifth Edition)

10 cents
____v $1

Per copy --------------
Per 38 copies ------
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